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 It is the phenomena of current interruption before natural 
current zero is reached. It occurs in air blast circuit breaker 
because they retain same extinguishing power irrespective of 
the magnitude of current to be interrupted. 

 When interrupting low inductive current e.g.magnetising 
current of transformer, a rapid deionizing effect causes 
current , to fall below its zero value before natural current 
zero is called current chopping. 







The switching Resistor (R) is connected in parallel with the CB 
contacts. Current chopping produces high voltage oscillations 
which can be prevented by this method. 

During arc interruption CB contacts separate first and after arc 
gets extinguished ‘S’ opens depending upon the time delay 
provided to it. 

When the fault occurs the CB contacts open and arc is struck 
between them. Since R is in parallel with Cb contacts ,a part of 
arc current flows through this resistance so arc current 
decreases and deionization rate increases. The arc resistance 
also increases so current through R increases. This continue till 
the arc current  is insufficient to maintain the arc.   



 Breaking capacity – It is the current (r.m.s.) that a Circuit Breaker 
is capable of breaking at given recovery voltage and under 
specified conditions. 

 Making Capacity – The peak value of current (including DC 
component) during the first cycle of current wave after closure of 
circuit breaker is known as making capacity. Making capacity = 
2.55 × symmetrical breaking capacity 

 Short time rating – It is the period for which the CB is able to 
carry fault current while remaining closed. 

 Normal current rating – It is the r.m.s. value of current which the 
CB is capable of carrying continuously at its rated frequency 
under rated specified conditions. 



Step 1.Calculate highest value of initial RMS  current considering 
symmetrical fault. The current can be obtained by sub -transient 
reactance of synchronous generators and transient reactance of 
synchronous motors and induction motors are neglected. 

Following Multiplying factors are applied to take into account dc 
components and decrement of dc components in current. If 
short circuit KVA exceeds 5000,000  ,then add 0.1 to the given 
factors 

8 cycles or slow breaker  1.0 
 

5 cycle breaker                 1.1 

3 cycle breaker                    1.2 

2 cycle breaker 
 

1.4 












